Abstract---This paper presents EVOMASTER, an open-source tool that is able to automatically generate system level test cases using evolutionary algorithms. Currently, EVOMASTER targets RESTful web services running on JVM technology, and has been used to find several faults in existing open-source projects. We discuss some of the architectural decisions made for its implementation, and future work.
I. INTRODUCTION
There exist different tools that can automatically generate unit tests, using variants of random testing (e.g., Randoop [1] ), evolutionary search (e.g., EvoSuite [2] ) or dynamic symbolic execution (e.g., Pex/IntelliTest [3] ). For smartphone applications [4] , there are tools like Sapienz [5] that can generate sequences of events on the GUI. For web applications serving HTML pages, there are web crawler tools like Crawljax [6] . These crawlers can be used for testing of web applications, but they are black-box, and do not take into account the internal details of the server side code. Furthermore, little exists that is available (i.e., a tool that can be downloaded and used) for white-box system testing of enterprise applications [7] , in particular RESTful web services. This paper introduces EVOMASTER, a new tool that aims at test generation at system level using evolutionary techniques, in particular the MIO algorithm [8] . At the current stage, EVOMASTER targets RESTful APIs [9] , [10] running on JVMs. However, EVOMASTER is architectured in a way in which it can be extended for other languages and other system test contexts. 
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. Modern web applications often rely on external web services. Large and complex enterprise applications can be split into individual web service components, in what is typically called a microservice architecture [11] . The assumption is that individual components are easier to develop and maintain compared to a large monolithic application. The use of microservice applications is a very common practice in industry, done for example in companies like Netfilx, Uber, Airbnb, eBay, Amazon, Twitter, Nike, etc [12] .
Besides being used internally in many enterprise applications, there are many web services available on the Internet. Websites like ProgrammableWeb 1 currently list more than 16 thousand Web APIs. Many companies provide APIs to their tools and services using REST, which is currently the most common type of web service, like for example Google 2 , Amazon 3 , Twitter 4 , Reddit 5 , LinkedIn 6 , etc. Testing web services, and in particular RESTful web services, does pose many challenges [13] , [14] . Different techniques have been proposed. However, most of the work so far in the literature has been concentrating on black-box testing of SOAP web services, and not REST [15] . Figure 1 shows a use of EVOMASTER from command terminal, whereas Figure 2 shows an example of generated test in Java using the highly popular RestAssured 7 library (which helps in writing tests that require HTTP calls). Automatically generating tests for RESTful APIs is a complex task, because a test might require several HTTP calls. Each HTTP call might require to set up the right URL (path and query parameters), HTTP headers and an HTTP payload body. This latter can be particularly complex, as the RESTful API could take as input any arbitrary kind of data (usually in JSON or XML format). Furthermore, a HTTP call might require data from the output of a previous HTTP call. This is a typical example when a resource is created on the server with a HTTP POST request, and then the returned id of this resource is needed to have a GET request on such newly generated resource. A tool aiming at generating this kind of tests needs to be able to handle all of these cases.
Although EVOMASTER is still in an early phase of development (it was started in the late 2016), it has already been used to successfully find several bugs in existing open-source projects and in an industrial application [15] . EVOMASTER is released under the LGPL open-source license, and it is freely accessible on GitHub 8 .
II. TOOL IMPLEMENTATION
EVOMASTER is composed of two main components: a core process responsible for the main functionalities (e.g., commandline parsing, search and generation of test files), and a driver process. This latter is responsible to start/stop/reset the system under test (SUT) and instrument its source code, e.g., via automated bytecode manipulation, in a similar way of how unit test tools like EvoSuite [2] do. For example, you need to add probes in the bytecode to check which statements are executed, and also to define heuristics to help solving the predicates in the branch statements (e.g., the so called branch distance [16] ). Such test execution information is then exported by the driver module (in JSON format) and used by the core process to generate new test cases. Figure 3 shows a high level overview of EVOMASTER's architecture.
EVOMASTER implements different kinds of search algorithms for test suite generation (e.g., WTS [17] and MOSA [18] ), where MIO [8] is the default one. EVOMASTER generates test suites with the goal of optimising white-box, code coverage metrics (e.g., statement and branch coverage) and fault detection (e.g., HTTP 5xx status codes can be used in some cases as automated oracles). Each test will be composed of one or more HTTP calls. The generated test files (e.g., using JUnit 9 and RestAssured 10 libraries) are self-contained, as using the EVOMASTER driver as a library to automatically start the SUT before running the tests (e.g., in JUnit this can be done in a @BeforeClass init method).
The core process of EVOMASTER is written in Kotlin, a new language that can compile into JVM bytecode. The choice of Kotlin was due to the fact that we consider it as the best language for developing tools like EVOMASTER. On the other hand, the drivers need to be implemented based on the target language of the SUT. Currently, we provide a driver only for JVM languages (e.g., Java and Kotlin). Adding support for a new language (e.g., C#) does not require any change in the core process, as communications between core and driver are program language agnostic (e.g., JSON over HTTP).
To use EVOMASTER on a given SUT, a test engineer has to provide in a configuration class some basic information, like for example where to find the SUT's executable (e.g., a uber jar) and on which TCP port the started RESTful service will listen on. This is discussed in more details in the next section.
III. MANUAL PREPARATIONS
In contrast to tools for unit testing like EvoSuite, which are 100% fully automated (a user just need to select in their IDE for which classes the tests should be generated), our tool EVOMASTER for system/integration testing of RESTful APIs does require some manual configuration. This is not a limitation of the tool, but rather one of challenges of system-level testing.
The developers of the RESTful APIs need to import our library (published on Maven Central Repository 11 ), and then create a class that extends the EmbeddedSutController class in such library. The developers will be responsible to define how the SUT should be started, where the Swagger schema can be found (which defines what present in the API), which packages should be instrumented, etc. This will of course vary Fig. 4 . Example of class that needs to be implemented by the developers of the SUT to enable the usage of our test case generation tool. In this particular case, the SUT is written with SpringBoot, where Application is the main entry point of the SUT.
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new C l a s s P a t h R e s o u r c e ( " / d a t a−t e s t . s q l " ) ) ; } @Override p u b l i c S t r i n g getUrlOfSwaggerJSON ( ) { r e t u r n " h t t p : / / l o c a l h o s t : "+ g e t S u t P o r t ( ) + " / s w a g g e r . j s o n " ; } @Override p u b l i c L i s t<A u t h e n t i c a t i o n D t o> g e t I n f o F o r A u t h e n t i c a t i o n ( ) { r e t u r n n u l l ; } } based on how the RESTful API is implemented, e.g., if with Spring 12 , DropWizard 13 , Play 14 , Spark 15 or Java EE. Figure 4 shows an example of one such class we had to write for one of the SUTs in our empirical studies. That SUT uses SpringBoot. That class is quite small, and needs to be written only once. It does not need to be updated when there are changes internally in the API. The code in the superclass EmbeddedSutController will be responsible to do the automatic bytecode instrumentation of the SUT, and it will also start a RESTful service to enable our testing tool to remotely call the methods of such class.
However, besides starting/stopping the SUT and providing other information (e.g., location of the Swagger file), there are two further tasks the developers need to perform:
• RESTful APIs are supposed to be stateless (so they can easily scale horizontally), but they can have side effects on external actors, such as a database. In such cases, before each test execution, we need to reset the state of the SUT environment. This needs to be implemented inside the resetStateOfSUT() method. In the particular case of the class in Figure 4 , two SQL scripts are executed: one to empty the database, and one to fill it with some existing values. We did not need to write those scripts by ourself, as we simply re-used the ones already available in the manually written tests in that SUT. How to automatically generate such scripts would be an important topic for future investigations.
• If a RESTful API requires some sort of authentication and authorization, such information has to be provided by the developers in the getInfoForAuthentication() method. For example, even if a testing tool would have full access to the database storing the passwords for each user, it would not be possible to reverse engineer those passwords from the stored hash values. Given a set of valid credentials, the testing tool will use them as any other variable in the test cases, e.g., to do HTTP calls with and without authentication. Once such class is implemented, it needs to be run as a process (see its main method). This can be easily done in an IDE like IntelliJ/Eclipse by right-clicking on it. Once this driver process is started, it will open a listening TCP port. We can then start the EVOMASTER executable from a command terminal (e.g., recall Figure 1 ), which will connect to the driver process via TCP, and start generating test cases. The documentation of EVOMASTER at www.evomaster.org provides links to videos on how to do these steps.
To enable researchers to use EVOMASTER in their experiments, we have provided on GitHub 16 a set of opensource projects for which we maintain the EVOMASTER driver classes needed to use it. Note: as the driver modules provide test execution information and heuristics independently from the core process, such drivers can also be used in other system testing tools besides EVOMASTER. This is of particular importance, as writing a bytecode manipulation library is a complex task.
Besides EmbeddedSutController, users have also the option of rather extending the ExternalSutController class. This latter case is to handle situations in which it is not easy, or even possible, to start a web service directly from a class (e.g., Java EE). To handle these cases, we enable the option to start the SUT on a separate, external process from the driver one, instead of running the SUT embedded in the same process of the driver. To do so, we need the SUT to be packaged in a self-executable jar file. The EVOMASTER driver library will automatically handle all the necessary technical details on how to start/stop such process, enable JavaAgents, and collect statistics from these spawn processes.
IV. CONFIGURATIONS EVOMASTER has several configurations, which can be set with command line options. For a practitioner, the main options are: --help : List all available options. --maxTimeInSeconds <Int> : Maximum number of seconds allowed for the search. The more time is allowed, the better results one can expect. But then the test generation will take longer. --outputFolder <String> : The path directory of where the generated test classes should be saved to. --outputFormat <OutputFormat> : Specify in which format the tests should be outputted. For example, JAVA JUNIT 5 or JAVA JUNIT 4. --testSuiteFileName <String> : The name of the generated file with the test cases. All options provide sensible default values. For example, by default the search lasts one minute.
For researchers, most the of internal settings of the search algorithms (e.g., population size) can be configured via command line options, like the different parameters used in the MIO algorithm [8] .
V. CURRENT RESULTS EVOMASTER was evaluated in [15] on three different RESTful APIs: two open-source, and one from our industrial partners. These APIs were between 2 and 10 thousand lines of Java code.
On such APIs, EVOMASTER found 38 unique bugs, where HTTP calls were generated in a way in which 5xx (server error, internal crash) HTTP codes were returned by the SUT responses. However, on such SUTs the statement code coverage was only between 20% and 40%. One main reason is that these SUTs (and RESTful APIs in general) interact with databases. Supporting databases in search-based software testing (e.g., heuristics based on the results of the SQL queries) is one of current main activities in the EVOMASTER development.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented EVOMASTER, a new tool that aims at generating white-box, system-level test cases for enterprise/web applications. This type of systems are very common in industry. But, in contrast to unit and mobile testing, to the best of our knowledge there is no available existing white-box tool that addresses enterprise/web applications.
Internally, EVOMASTER uses evolutionary techniques, like the MIO algorithm [8] . Currently, EVOMASTER does target RESTful APIs, but it is architectured in a way in which it will be easily extended to other contexts. For example, the bytecode instrumentation is released as a library on Maven Central Repository, and can be integrated in other tools.
This paper describes some of the technical details of EVOMASTER, current results (e.g, bugs found in existing APIs) and future work (supporting SQL databases). To enable technology transfer from academic research to industrial practice, EVOMASTER is released with a permissive open-source license (LGPL v3.0), and published on GitHub. To learn more about EVOMASTER, visit our webpage at: www.evomaster.org
